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Abstract. eBooks and many other documents are being kept in recent years in 
personal storage in a variety of digital formatted documents with the amount of 
digitized documents expected to increase further.  Intellectual tasks to organize 
this knowledge and add new meaning based on mass digital documents that will 
replace paper ones is needed. Thus a system that utilizes and supports the 
benefits of digital based on traditional work methods is required. This paper 
describes and evaluates the system we developed for building and searching 
multiple digital document networks with marks, links and memos, while 
reviewing useful methods to organize knowledge and add new insights. 
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1 Introduction 

Individuals have become able to possess many books in recent years as digital 
documents due to the spread of eBooks. Many documents are already maintained in 
an individual’s storage as digital documents in a variety of formats, with the volume 
of digitized literature expected to jump dramatically in the future. Paper media books 
and documents have traditionally been a useful knowledge base for organizing an 
individual’s knowledge, while societies have tackled larger intellectual endeavors 
using paper-based books and documents. Intellectual pursuits that organize 
knowledge and add new meaning can be obtained based on massive digital documents 
instead of paper books. Thus a system may be needed to utilize and support digital 
benefits based on traditional work methods. 

iBook and Kindle are typical readers for reading eBooks. These have useful 
functions for bookmarks, markers and other intellectual organizing, yet they are 
primarily for reading one (1) book, not assuming the work to create knowledge based 
on multiple books.  Software such as Evernote can also search keywords across the 
documents and list notes where the same tags are kept for tagged documents.  But 
one cannot jump to the location where it is written in the document using a direct link 
because the link is not added.  There is a lot of value in adding a link to eBooks, 
documents and other information with many pages compared to the Web where the 
volume of a single piece of information is comparatively small. 
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Fig. 1. Digital Document Network 
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3.1 System Functions 

This system has “Create Network” and “Search Network” functions. 
You can “Add Mark” and “Connect Links between Marks” when creating 

networks. Extract the marked digital document using a search keyword, etc. from an 
eBook or document, choose a sentence from a page to be marked from among them 
and place the mark there. You can add a memo to this mark. You can input these with 
a date, relevant items, people, comments and other “Key: Value” formats adding a 
memo.  Choose two (2) or more items to link from among the marks, and set the 
links between them in order to relate links between marks.  You can also add a memo 
to the link (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Create Network Function 

You can search the network created for eBooks and documents based on memo 
information with network search.  First, choose the memo using a search keyword, 
etc. from the contents added to multiple memos created. The sentence marked with 
the memo added is displayed for marked memos. Two (2) or more sentences with 
links are displayed for linked memos. In terms of displayed items, you can view the 
location of marked sentences, as well as adjoining sentences and pages. You can also 
view the entire network image for all books and documents linked to selected memos 
(Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Search Network Function 
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Fig. 4. System Screen 
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Fig. 5. The system configuration 

4 System Evaluation 

We conducted tests whereby we created a network for files saved to the system and 
searched information using the created network to evaluate it. The tests to create the 
network and to search information using the created network were not continuous, but 
conducted on separate days. Five (5) undergraduate seniors created one (1) network in 5 
hours. Five (5) other undergraduate seniors conducted tests on searching information in 
2 hours. A total of 11 files, five (5) being programming reference materials and six (6) 
being related practice problems, were the documents used. We observed and evaluated 
the behavior of subjects in the work process of this test (Fig. 6). 

The task for the test to create the network is creating links between the 11 files for 
reference materials and practice problems as examples for these.  Reference materials 
and practice problems were read, and marks and links were added to locations 
containing relevant items and other items to be referred. The result of this task was 
that around 150 marks and 70 links were created, and memos were created for each 
mark and link. Marks were drawn and memos were written smoothly here.  However, 
only 20 links for these marks were drawn at first. Thus a specific example to adding 
links was instructing to search locations of references and examples deemed to be 
useful with practice problems. The tasks for tests on searching information was 
searching reference materials and practice problems to solve four(4) programming 
test problems with the created network. The knowledge required to solve these 
problems, not merely solving them, was extracted from reference materials and 
practice problems, and their locations were noted. Tests were conducted with 
groupware due to the long pre-trial time requirements for one (1) person to create a 
network for this system. 

In the tests on creating the network, linking process was promoted by indicating 
tasks assigned.  This may be because many marks and memos are often created with 
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networks with faster searches, differences appeared based on networks being created 
assuming what searches would come later when creating links and memos. One may 
be able to learn how to add higher value links by accumulating experience in 
searching. 

Comments on the system made by the subjects were, for example, “Links and 
memos were effective in searching relevant information between multiple documents 
together” and “It was convenient for arriving at relevant information using memo 
contents”. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper described results in the development and evaluation of a system for 
creating a digital document network. 

We will add functions for viewing the entire network structure for all books and 
documents relevant to selected memos and effective functions for group working.  
Some support may also be needed to create effective networks.  The issues for this 
will be support for outlining links to various knowledge and preparing standards for 
creating networks. 
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